Workbook exercises

1. Match each legal referencing word with its meaning:
A thereto

1 in a particular place or thing in that or in
there
2 by means of this document or with
these words or with this action
3 in this document
4 in the later part of this document or
under the terms of this agreement
5 to it to the thing I have just mentioned
6 as a result or as a consequence of this
or that action (therefore)

B herein
C hereby
D thereby
E hereunder
F therein

2. Fill in the gaps with the correct legal referencing word listed hereunder starting
with “here”:
HEREAFTER

HEREBY

HEREIN

HERETOFORE

HEREUNDER

a. I _______ reject your offer; (by means of this document)
b. The Royal Dutch Oil Company _________ referred to as RDOC (after this)

c. The list of items _______ is final and won’t be subject to further amendments (in this
document);
d. The warranties are listed ________ (below in this document)
e. The country ________ known as Burma is renamed Myanmar (until now)

3. Fill in the gaps with the correct legal referencing word listed hereunder starting
with “there”:
THEREBY

THEREIN

THEREON

THERETO

THEREAFTER

a. During the business lunch we will discuss the upcoming board meeting and all the
issues related ________ (to that thing)
b. Our client never signed the contract and _______ there is no binding agreement
(therefore)

c. The rented property and the fixtures contained _________ (in that thing)
d. We defined the company as RDOC and they were known as such ________ (after
that)

e. The mortgage and the interest due _______ must be paid in monthly instalments (on
that thing)

4. Write the appropriate legal referencing word that corresponds with the plain
meaning listed:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

To that thing: _______
To this thing: ___________
Later in this document/after this: ________
Below in this document: _____________
By means of this document: _____________
In this document/thing: _____________
In that document/thing: _________
Therefore: __________

